
Measurement of      
a charged particle
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How to detect a charged particle
• Please remember “Passage of Radiation through Matter”!  
• The Bethe-Bloch Formula 

• The charged particle interacts with an electron in an atom. 
The atom will be excited or ionized
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　放射線が私たちの体やいろいろな物質を通過すると何が起こるのでしょ
うか。

　放射線と物質を構成する原子や分子は互いに影響を与え合います。これ
を放射線と物質の相互作用といいます。まず、放射線とぶつかった原子や
分子がどうなるか考えましょう。
　放射線は原子や分子とぶつかっても自分自身が方向を変えるだけで相手
に何の影響も及ぼさない場合もあります。しかし、ほとんどの場合は原子
の一番外側の軌道電子をはじき飛ばし、自分の持っている運動エネルギー
の一部をこの軌道電子に分け与えます。

　軌道電子が原子の外までたたき出されてしまう場合を電離といい、原子
核の束縛を離れた電子は自由電子になります。電気的に中性だった原子の
方は、マイナスの電荷を持った軌道電子が失われてしまうため、全体とし
てプラスの電気を帯びることになります。このように、軌道電子の数が、
原子核の陽子の数と一致せずプラスあるいは、マイナスの電気を持つよう
になった原子や分子をイオンといいます。

　軌道電子が原子から飛び出さず、外側の軌道に飛び移る場合は、原子は
電気的に中性のまま、“興奮状態”になります。これを励起といいます。

電離と励起
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24 2. Passage of Radiation Through Matter 

for lighter particles, e.g. the proton, the formula breaks down because of quantum 
effects. It nevertheless contains all the essential features of electronic collision loss by 
charged particles. 

2.2.2 The Bethe-Bloch Formula 

The correct quantum-mechanical calculation was first performed by Bethe, Bloch and 
other authors. In the calculation the energy transfer is parametrized in terms of 
momentum transfer rather than the impact parameter. This, of course, is more realistic 
since the momentum transfer is a measurable quantity whereas the impact parameter is 
not. The formula obtained is then 

(2.26) 

Equation (2.26) is commonly known as the Bethe-Bloch formula and is the basic ex-
pression used for energy loss calculations. In practice, however, two corrections are 
normally added: the density effect correction and the shell correction C, so that 

- dE = 2nN r2 m c2 p [In (2m e y2 v2 Wmax ) _2132_ EJ ' (2.27) 
dx a e e A 132 12 Z 

with 

r e: classical electron 
radius = 2.817 x 10 -13 cm 

me: electron mass 
Na: Avogadro's 

number = 6.022 x 1023 mol- 1 

1: mean excitation potential 
Z: atomic number of absorbing 

material 
A: atomic weight of absorbing material 

p: 
z: 

[3= 
y = 

C: 

density of absorbing material 
charge of incident particle in 
units of e 
vic of the incident particle 
lIV1 - 13 2 

density correction 
shell correction 

W max: maximum energy transfer in a 
single collision. 

The maximum energy transfer is that produced by a head-on or knock-on collision. For 
an incident particle of mass M, kinematics gives 

2mec2172 
(2.28) 

where s = melM and 17 = [3y. Moreover, if me, then 

The Mean Excitation Potential. The mean excitation potential, 1, is the main parameter 
of the Bethe-Bloch formula and is essentially the average orbital frequency v from 
Bohr's formula times Planck's constant, h v. It is theoretically a logarithmic average of 

Stable and neutral  
atom

Ionized atom 
(cation)

Excited atom

hall

hall

free electron
excitation

ionization
charged particle



How to detect a charged particle
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　電離や励起を起こした原子は不安定です。まず、イオンになった原子は
付近の自由電子を捕まえて電気的に中性になろうとします。イオンに捕
まった電子は最初かなり外側の軌道に入るので、イオンは励起原子の状態
になります。

　励起原子では、外側の軌道電子がもっと内側の空の軌道に移ろうとしま
す。内側の軌道ほど軌道電子が持つエネルギーは小さいので、電子は余分
なエネルギーを光（電磁波）の形で放出します。この励起原子からでる光
は蛍光と呼ばれています。
　電離が起きるとき、内側の軌道電子が飛び出すこともあります。空いた
軌道には外側の軌道電子が落ち込んできますが、この時放出される電磁波
はエネルギーが高く、元素の種類に特有なことから特性エックス線または
固有エックス線とよばれます（下図参照）。

　電離や励起がきっかけとなって、まわりの原子や分子と化学反応が起き
たり、分子の場合はもっと小さな固まりに壊れたりすることもあります。

電離と励起
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• Observe  
• the free electron after ionization (or cation) 
• the excited atom

cation

Excited 
atom

hall

free electron

hall

fluorescent light
Stable&Neutral 

atom
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(1) Detection of  a free electron（Cation）after Ionization
1.Gaseous Ionization detector with noble gas. 

1. Mean energy for ion-electron pair creation（W value） 
•  ~26 eV for Ar （typically ~30 eV） 

2. Catch the electric signal when the electrons move to an electrode 
3. The signal of one electron is too small to be detected 

1. Need an amplification 
4. The amplification depends on the strength of electric field
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From Prof. Nanjo (Osaka U.)

6.2 Ionization and Transport Phenomena in Gases 131 

6.2.2 Mean Number of Electron-Ion Pairs Created 

Since the occurrence of the ionizing reactions above is statistical in nature, two identi-
cal particles will not, in general, produce the same number of ion-electron pairs. We 
can ask, however: What is the average number of ion-electron pairs (from all mecha-
nisms) created for a given energy loss? Note that this is not equal to the energy loss di-
vided by the ionization potential, since some energy is also lost to excitation! For gases, 
this average turns out to be on the order of 1 ion-electron pair per 30 eV of energy lost, 
that is, for a 3 keY particle, an average of 3000/30 = 100 ion-electron pairs will be cre-
ated. Moreover, what is surprising is that this average value does not depend very 
strongly on particle type and only weakly on the type of gas. Table 6.1 gives a compari-
son of the measured values for this average for several types of gas used in ionization 
detectors. 

Table 6.1. Excitation and ionization characteristics of various gases 

Excitation potential Ionization potential Mean energy for 
ion·electron pair creation 

reV] reV] reV] 

H2 10.8 15.4 37 
He 19.8 24.6 41 
N2 8.1 15.5 35 
°2 7.9 12.2 31 
Ne 16.6 21.6 36 
Ar 11.6 15.8 26 
Kr 10.0 14.0 24 
Xe 8.4 12.1 22 
CO2 10.0 13.7 33 
CH4 13.1 28 
C4H IO 10.8 23 

Table 6.2. Measured Fano factors for various gas mixtures 

Gas F Ref. 

Ar 100070 02+ 0.01 
. -0.02 [6.4] 

<0.40±0.03 [6.5] 
Ar+80070 Xe <0.21 ±0.03 [6.5] 
Ar+24070 Xe <0.23±0.02 [6.5] 
Ar+20070 Xe <0.16±0.02 [6.5] 
Ar + 5070 Xe <0.14±0.03 [6.5] 
Ar + 5070 Kr <0.37±0.06 [6.5] 
Ar+20070 Kr <0.12±0.02 [6.5] 
Ar+ 79070 Kr <0.13±0.02 [6.5] 
Xe 100070 <0.15 ± 0.01 [6.6] 

<0.15±0.03 [6.5] 
Kr 100070 <0.23±0.01 [6.6] 

<0.19±0.02 [6.5] 
Kr+1.3070 Xe <0.19 ± 0.01 [6.6] 
Kr+20070 Xe <0.21 ±0.02 [6.6] 
Kr+40070 Xe <0.22±0.01 [6.6] 
Kr + 60070 Xe <0.21 ±0.01 [6.6] 
Kr+95OJo Xe <0.21 ±0.01 [6.6] 



(1) Detection of a free electron（Cation）after Ionization
[Q1] How much is the energy deposit in 5mm thick gas? 
[A1] E～2MeV/cm × 0.5[cm] × 0.001 [g/cm2] = 1 keV 

[Q2] How many ion-electron pairs are created? 
[A2] E/W = 1000/26 ~ 40 paris 

[Q3] How much current flows in the circuit?  
   The electron drift velocity is assumed  
    to be 2cm/μs　 
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(1) Detection of  a free electron（Cation）after Ionization

[A3]  
(1) The electric field moves an electron and an ion to the electrode. 
(2) The current flows to the condenser to keep the electric field.
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�eE ⇥ dx = V dQ

I = dQ/dt = �eEv/V = �ev

d

• If 40 ion-electron pairs are created, 
I=24pA（24×10-12A) is drawn.

x

I

The velocity of electron 
v=2cm/us

• For a single ion-electron pair,

I=0.6pA continues for the 
maximum period of 250ns.

d



(1) Detection of  a free electron（Cation）after Ionization

[Remember]   The source of current flow is the movement of electric 
charge! 
• [Q] What moves the electric charges? 
• [A] The energy stored in the detector provided by the High-
Voltage module.
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Amplification → Avalanche Multiplication

Amplification　→  Avalanche formation
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Multiplication in gas
• ～１: Ionization chamber (no multiplication) 
• 103～105: Proportional counter（The signal is proportional to the number 
of ion-electron pairs created in the beginning.) 

• >107: Geiger-Muller counter（The signal size plateaus because of 
discharge caused by avalanches spread out over all area of the detector. 
It can be used to count the number of incident particles.)  
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6. Ionization Detectors 

Fig. 6.1. Basic construction of a simple gas 
ionization detector 

its axis is suspended a conducting wire to which a positive voltage, + Vo, relative to the 
walls is applied. A radial electric field 

E= 1 Vo 
r In(b/a) 

(6.1) 

with r: radial distance from axis; b: inside radius of cylinder; a: radius of central wire is 
thereby established. If radiation now penetrates the cylinder, a certain number of elec-
tron-ion pairs will be created, either directly, if the radiation is a charged particle, or in-
directly through secondary reactions if the radiation is neutral. The mean number of 
pairs created is proportional to the energy deposited in the counter. Under the action of 
the electric field, the electrons will be accelerated towards the anode and the ions to-
ward the cathode where they are collected. 

The current signal observed, however, depends on the field intensity. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 6.2 which plots the total charge collected as a function of V. At zero volt-
age, of course, no charge is collected as the ion-electron pairs recombine under their 
own electrical attraction. As the voltage is raised, however, the recombination forces 
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Fig. 6.2. Number of ions collected versus 
applied voltage in a single wire gas chamber 
(from Melissinos [6.1]) 
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Cylindrical Proportional Counter

by Masaya Ishino (ICEPP, U. of Tokyo)
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Avalanche Multiplication

To reach high E fields
use a thin wire as anode ...

Close to wire E-field very large ...
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Kinetic energy:

Reminder Physics II:
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Choose ratio as
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 When an electron moves from r1 to r2, the energy obtained from the electric field

 When the energy obtained is bigger than Wi in a short distance than the 
mean free path, The avalanche multiplication starts
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Cylindrical Proportional Counter

by Masaya Ishino (ICEPP, U. of Tokyo)
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Cylindrical Proportional Counter

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

0.05

0.1

0.15

r1 [µm]

Avalanche Multiplication

�r = r2 � r1 = 50µm

ln
r
2 /

r
1

Need wire thickness of order mean free path ...

ln(1050/1000)=0.05

ln(1050/1000)=0.15
Example:  
V0=3000V , ro=1.5cm , ri=25μm

�E =
3000eV

ln(1.5⇥10�2

25⇥10�6 )
· 0.05 ⇠ 24eV

1mm

ln(350/300)=0.15

ΔTkin 

Within the mean free path of 50μm, 
if the electron obtains the energy 
larger than Wi=40eV, the avalanche 
multiplication starts.

When the electron reaches near (~300μm) the wire，the avalanche starts

�E =
3000eV

ln(1.5⇥10�2

25⇥10�6 )
· 0.05 ⇠ 24eV0.15~72eV

by Masaya Ishino (ICEPP, U. of Tokyo)
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Single Wire Proportional Counter

Time development of an avalanche in a proportional counter

A single primary electron proceeds towards anode in regions of
increasingly high fields, experiencing ionizing collisions; due to the lateral

diffusion, a drop-like avalanche, surrounding the wire develops.

a b c

d e

wire

Time evolution of the avalanche

(a)： the electron is forced to the wire 
(b)： Near the wire, E is large enough to generate avalanche 
(c)： μ電子 >> μイオン ⇒ Electrons and Ions are separated 
(d)： Surrounding the wire with water-drop shape (Inner: 
electrons, Outer: ions) 
(e)： Electrons are absorbed i the wire within 1ns, while ions are 
drifting to the wall with 0V.

by Masaya Ishino (ICEPP, U. of Tokyo)



• Typical gas mixture: 90% Ar and 10% CH4 
• Avoiding the electron captured in the gas (Nobel gas, such as Ar). 
• Oxygen is not good 

• Quencher (such as CH4) is necessary 
• When the atom is excited, it generates photons which ionize another 
atom. If the process continues, too much avalanches are produced. To 
avoid this process, quenching gas is used to absorb photons. 

• The selection of gas is not straightforward by considering the drift velocity 
of electrons as a function of voltage, multiplication, amount of material, 
possibility of discharge, etc..  You must be an expert.
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Geiger-Muller counter

• Typical gas: Ar 
• with quencher 
• the function of quencher is not same as that used 
in a promotional counter

photons

photon

photon

wire
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第 5 章 BHCV試作機製作と性能評価 33

図 5.5 ワイヤーが張られた様子。1.8 mm間
隔で 13本のワイヤーが平行に張られている。
中央 11本がまとめ読みにされており、外側２
本はガードワイヤーとして中央部と分離され
ている。

図 5.6 アルミナイズドマイラー接着。導電
面とフレームの電気的接触を取りやすいよう、
導電面が外側にくる向きに接着している。

図 5.7 ガス流入口の取り付け。

34 5.1. 小型試作機の製作

図 5.8 回路部品取り付け (HV印加側)。 図 5.9 回路部品取り付け (読み出し側)。

図 5.10 小型試作機完成写真。

実機製作

8



(2) Observation of excited atoms
•Detect photons emitted in deexcitation process of excited atoms (or 
molecules).  
• Fluorescent light 

•The photon produced by radiation is called as a scintillation photon. The 
material that emits the scintillation photons is called as scintillator. 

• Characteristics of good scintillators are 
• High efficiency to transform the energy deposit by radiation to 
scintillation photons (even so, 10% is high)   

• The amount of scintillation photons is proportional to the original energy 
deposit (linear relation). 

• The material is transparent for scintillation photons. 
• The scintillation photons are produced within a short time period of 
nsec~μsec (The life time of excited atoms is short).
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Type of scintillators
•Organic Scintillator 

•The scintillation photons are emitted from transitions made by the 
free valence electrons of the molecules. Scintillation material can be 
in the states of solid, liquid and gas.  

• Inorganic Crystal scintillator 
• The scintillation photons are emitted based on the electron band 
structure of inorganic crystals.

!71 from WikipediaSciBooNE Neutrino detector

CsI (Tl) Crystal
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7. Scintillation Detectors 

Fig. 7.7. Electronic band structure of in-
organic crystals. Besides the formation 
of free electrons and holes, loosely 
coupled electron-hole pairs known as 
excitons are formed. Excitons can 
migrate through the crystal and be cap-
tured by impurity centers 

presents an enormous advantage over NaI. BaF2 , on the other hand, has been discov-
ered to have a very fast light component in the ultra-violet region. Decay times on the 
order of 500 ps have been measured in preliminary tests. This would make it twice as 
fast as the fastest plastics. The total light output of this component is low, however, 
and further development is necessary before its real usefulness can be determined. 

Whereas the scintillation mechanism in organic materials is molecular in nature, 
that in inorganic scintillators is clearly characteristic of the electronic band structure 
found in crystals (see Fig. 7.7). When a nuclear particle enters the crystal, two principal 
processes can occur. It can ionize the crystal by exciting an electron from the valence 
band to the conduction band, creating a free electron and a free hole. Or it can create 
an exciton by exciting an electron to a band (the exciton band) located just below the 
conduction band. In this state the electron and hole remain bound together as a pair. 
However, the pair can move freely through the crystal. If the crystal now contains im-
purity atoms, electronic levels in the forbidden energy gap can be locally created. A mi-
grating free hole or a hole from an exciton pair which encounters an impurity center, 
can then ionize the impurity atom. If now a subsequent electron arrives, it can fall into 
the opening left by the hole and make a transition from an excited state to the ground 
state, emitting radiation if such a deexcitation mode is allowed. If the transition is ra-
diationless the impurity center becomes a trap and the energy is lost to other processes. 

7.4 Gaseous Scintillators 

These consist mainly of the noble gases: xenon, krypton, argon and helium, along with 
nitrogen. In these scintillators the atoms are individually excited and returned to their 
ground states within about 1 ns, so that their response is extremely rapid. However, the 
emitted light is generally in the ultraviolet, a wavelength region at which most photo-
multipliers are inefficient. One method of overcoming this difficulty has been to coat 
the walls of the container with a wavelength shifter such as diphenylstilbene (DPS). 
These materials strongly absorb light in the ultraviolet and emit in the blue-green region 
where photomultiplier cathodes are more efficient. In some cases, the PM windows are 
also coated with a thin layer of wavelength shifter as well. 

Gas scintillators have generally been used in experiments with heavy charged parti-
cles or fission fragments. Here, mixtures of several gases (for example, 900,10 3He, 10% 
Xe) under pressures as high as 200 atm have been used to increase detection efficiency. 
In recent years, gas scintillators have been proposed as detectors in space physics as 
well. 

Experiments have also been performed with solid and liquid xenon and liquid heli-
um which have been found to scintillate. 
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7. Scintillation Detectors 

Fig. 7.4. Energy level diagram of an 
organic scintillator molecule. For clarity, 
the singlet states (denoted by S) are 
separated from the triplet states (denoted 
by T) 

ed with each electron level is a fine structure which corresponds to excited vibrational 
modes of the molecule. The energy spacing between electron levels is on the order of a 
few eV whereas that between vibrational levels is of the order of a few tenths of eV. 

Ionization energy from penetrating radiation excites both the electron and vibra-
tionallevels as shown by the solid arrows. The singlet excitations generally decay imme-
diately (:5 10 ps) to the S* state without the emission of radiation, a process which is 
known as internal degradation. From S*, there is generally a high probability of mak-
ing a radiative decay to one of the vibrational states of the ground state So (wavy lines) 
within a few nanoseconds time. This is the normal process of fluorescence which is de-
scribed by the prompt exponential component in (7.2). The fact that S* decays to excit-
ed vibrational states of So, with emission of radiation energy less than that required for 
the transition So -+ S * also explains the transparency of the scintillators to their own 
radiation. 

For the triplet excited states, a similar internal degradation process occurs which 
brings the system to the lowest triplet state. While transitions from To to So are possi-
ble, they are, however, highly forbidden by multipole selection rules. The To state, 
instead, decays mainly by interacting with another excited To molecule, 

To+ To-+ S* + So + phonons (7.3) 

to leave one of the molecules in the S* state. Radiation is then emitted by the S* as de-
scribed above. This light comes after a delay time characteristic of the interaction be-
tween the excited molecule and is the delayed or slow component of scintillator light. 
The contribution of this slow component to the total light output is only significant in 
certain organic materials, however. 

Because of the molecular nature of luminescence in these materials, organics can be 
used in many physical forms without the loss of their scintillating properties. As detec-
tors, they have been used in the form of pure crystals and as mixtures of one or more 
compounds in liquid and solid solutions. A brief description of these types is given 
below. 

7.2.1 Organic Crystals 

The most common crystals are anthracene (C14 H lO ), trans-stilbene (C14H 12) and naph-
thalene (C lO H g). With the exception of anthracene which has a decay time of ==30 ns, 
these crystals have a fast time response on the order of a few nanoseconds. However, 

Organic Scintillator

Inorganic Crystal Scintillator



Organic Scintillator
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Energy Gap：3~4 eV

•Organic scintillator 
•The organic scintillators are aromatic hydrocarbon compounds 
containing linked or condensed benzene-ring structures. 

Fast scintillation light

Slow scintillation light

Singlet state Triplet state



Organic Scintillator
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• Scintillation lights are little absorbed（transparent） 
• The emission time of  scintillation lights (the lifetime of 
excited states) is fast [2~3 nsec].
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Organic Scintillator
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•Scintillation efficiency 
•The efficiency is getting low if the excited energy is not used for the 
emission of lights, but heat. The process is called as quenching. 
(Example) Quenching occurs in the liquid scintillator with Oxygen. 

•Solvent and Solute 
•The ionization energy seems to be absorbed mainly by the solvent (and 
plastics) and then passed on to the scintillation solute. This transfer is 
quick and efficient. A typical scintillation solute is PBD, PPO and POPOP.  

• Wave Length Shifter 
•The secondary solute such as POPOP is added with the first solute of 
PBD for its wavelength shifting properties. The primary scintillation 
photons are absorbed by the secondary solute and emits the photons of 
longer wavelength that are more transparent and more matched to the 
sensitivity of photon-sensors.
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•Organic Crystal Scintillator: Anthracene (C14H10), etc.. 
•Plastic Scintillator 
•Very Flexible shape: Scintillator plate, Scintillator bar (T2K 
ND280/FGD), Scintillating Fibers (NINJA Tracker), etc.. 

•Organic Liquid Scintillator 
•KamLAND, Double Chooz, Daya Bay, NOvA, etc..

KamLAND experiment KamLAND experiment
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Table 7.1. Physical properties of various commercial scintillators (data from Nuclear Enterprises scintillator catalog [7.1]) a, 
0 

Scintillator Type Density Re- Melting Light Decay Wave- Content HIC Principal applications 
frac- softening output constant, length of loading No. of H 
tive or boiling (070 main com- of maxi- element atomsl 
index point C a Anthra- ponent mum (070 by No. of C 

cene) [ns) emission wt.) atoms 
[nm) 

Plastic NE 102A Plastic 1.032 1.581 75 65 2.4 423 1.104 y, a, [J, fast n 
NE 104 Plastic 1.032 1.581 75 68 1.9 406 1.100 ultra-fast counting 
NE 104B Plastic 1.032 1.58 75 59 3.0 406 1.107 with BBQ light guides 
NE 105 Plastic 1.037 1.58 75 46 423 1.098 dosimetry 
NE110 Plastic 1.032 1.58 75 60 3.3 434 1.104 y, a, [J, fast n etc. 
NE lilA Plastic 1.032 1.58 75 55 1.6 370 1.103 ultra-fast timing 
NE 114 Plastic 1.032 1.58 75 50 4.0 434 1.109 as for NE 110 
NE 160 Plastic 1.032 1.58 80 59 2.3 423 1.105 use at high temperatures 
Pilot U Plastic 1.032 1.58 75 67 1.36 391 1.100 ultra fast timing 
Pilot 425 Plastic 1.19 1.49 100 425 1.6 Cherenkov detector 

Liquid NE 213 Liquid 0.874 1.508 141 78 3.7 425 1.213 fast n (P.S.D.) 
NE 216 Liquid 0.885 1.523 141 78 3.5 425 1.171 a, [J (internal counting) 
NE 220 Liquid 1.036 1.442 104 65 3.8 425 o 29070 1.669 internal counting, dosimetry 
NE 221 Gel 1.08 1.442 104 55 4 425 1.669 a, [J (internal counting) 
NE 224 Liquid 0.877 1.505 169 80 2.6 425 1.330 y, fast n 
NE 226 Liquid 1.61 1.38 80 20 3.3 430 0 y, insensitive to n 
NE 228 Liquid 0.71 1.403 99 45 385 2.11 n 
NE 230 Deuterated liquid 0.945 1.50 81 60 3.0 425 D 14.2070 0.984 (D/C) special applications 
NE 232 Deuterated liquid 0.89 1.43 81 60 4 430 D 24.5070 1.96 (D/C) special applications 
NE 233 Liquid 0.874 1.506 117 74 3.7 425 1.118 a, [J (internal counting) 

;-J 
NE 235 Liquid 0.858 1.47 350 40 4 420 2.0 large tanks (Il 

NE 250 Liquid 1.035 1.452 104 50 4 425 o 32070 1.760 internal counting, dosimetry () 

[ 
Loaded NE311&311A B loaded liquid 0.91 1.411 85 65 3.8 425 B 5070 1.701 n, [J PI 
liquid NE 313 Gd loaded liquid 0.88 1.506 136 62 4.0 425 Gd 0.5070 1.220 n o· 

::> 
NE 316 Sn loaded liquid 0.93 1.496 148.5 35 4.0 425 Sn 10070 1.411 y, x-rays t:I 
NE 323 Gd loaded liquid 0.879 1.50 161 60 3.8 425 Gd 0.5070 1.377 n (J) 

() 

§ 
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f(t): Gaussian wi# σET

•Time response 
• Fast（2~3nsec） 
• The timing shape sometimes depends on the energy deposit (dE/dx). This 
character is used for Particle Identification. (neutron/γ with liquid scintillator, 
proton/μ, π in T2K ND280&INGRID) 

• Energy Response 
•A dependence of the energy deposit (dE/dx) by the quenching effect.
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this problem can be remedied to some extent by bubbling oxygen-free nitrogen through 
the liquid scintillator. 

7.2.3 Plastics 

In nuclear and particle physics, plastic scintillators are probably the most widely used 
of the organic detectors today. Like the organic liquids, plastic scintillators are also so-
lutions of organic scintillators but in a solid plastic solvent. The most common and 
widely used plastics are polyvinyl toluene, polyphenylbenzene and polystyrene. Some 
common primary solutes are PBD, p-Terphenyl and PBO, which are dissolved in con-
centrations typically on the order of 10 gil. Very often a secondary solute such as 
POPOP is also added for its wavelength shifting properties, but in a very much smaller 
proportion. The light emission spectra of several commercial plastics is shown in 
Fig. 7.5. 

Plastics offer an extremely fast signal with a decay constant of about 2 - 3 ns and a 
high light output. Because of this fast decay, the finite rise time cannot be ignored in 
the description of the light pulse as was done in (7.1). The best mathematical descrip-
tion, as shown by Bengston and Moszynski [7.2], appears to be the convolution of a 
Gaussian with an exponential, 

N(t) = Nof(a, t) exp ( ) (7.4) 

wheref(a, t) is a Gaussian with a standard deviation a. Table 7.2 gives some fitted val-
ues of these parameters for a few common plastics. 

Table 7.2. Gaussian and exponential 
parameters for light pulse description 
from several plastic scintillators 
(from Bengston and Moszynski [7.2]) 

Scintillator 

NE102A 
NElll 
Naton 136 

a [ns) 

0.7 
0.2 
0.5 

r [ns) 

2.4 
1.7 
1.87 

One of the major advantages of plastics is their flexibility. They are easily machined 
by normal means and shaped to desired forms. They are produced commercially in a 
wide variety of sizes and forms, ranging from thin films, a few J.lg/cm 2 thick, to large 
sheets, blocks and cylinders, and are relatively cheap. Moreover, various types of plas-
tics are made offering differences in light transmission, speed, etc. 

While they are generally quite rugged, plastics are easily attacked by organic 
solvents such as acetone and other aromatic compounds. They are, however, resistant 
to water pure methylal (dimethoxymethane), silicone grease and lower alcohols. When 
handling unprotected plastic, it is generally advisable to wear cotton or terylene gloves 
as the body acids from one's hands can cause a cracking of the plastic (often referred 
to as craze) after a period of time. 
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high light output. Because of this fast decay, the finite rise time cannot be ignored in 
the description of the light pulse as was done in (7.1). The best mathematical descrip-
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wheref(a, t) is a Gaussian with a standard deviation a. Table 7.2 gives some fitted val-
ues of these parameters for a few common plastics. 
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One of the major advantages of plastics is their flexibility. They are easily machined 
by normal means and shaped to desired forms. They are produced commercially in a 
wide variety of sizes and forms, ranging from thin films, a few J.lg/cm 2 thick, to large 
sheets, blocks and cylinders, and are relatively cheap. Moreover, various types of plas-
tics are made offering differences in light transmission, speed, etc. 

While they are generally quite rugged, plastics are easily attacked by organic 
solvents such as acetone and other aromatic compounds. They are, however, resistant 
to water pure methylal (dimethoxymethane), silicone grease and lower alcohols. When 
handling unprotected plastic, it is generally advisable to wear cotton or terylene gloves 
as the body acids from one's hands can cause a cracking of the plastic (often referred 
to as craze) after a period of time. 

7.2 Organic Scintillators 
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Fig. 7.2. Simple exponential decay of fluorescent radiation. The rise 
time is usually much faster than the decay time 

Fig. 7.3. Resolving scintillation light into fast (prompt) and slow 
(delayed) components. The solid line represents the total light decay 
curve 

where Ts and Tf are the decay constants. For most scintillators, one component is gener-
ally much faster than the other so that it has become customary to refer to them as the 
fast and slow components (hence the subscripts f and s), or the prompt and delayed 
components. Their relative magnitudes, A and B, vary from material to material, al-
though it is the fast component which generally dominates. Figure 7.3 shows the rela-
tion between these components. As will be seen in a later section, the existence of these 
two components forms the basis for the technique of pulse shape discrimination. 

While many scintillating materials exist, not all are suitable as detectors. In general, 
a good detector scintillator should satisfy the following requirements: 

1) high efficiency for conversion of exciting energy to fluorescent radiation 
2) transparency to its fluorescent radiation so as to allow transmission of the light 
3) emission in a spectral range consistent with the spectral response of existing photo-

multipliers 
4) a short decay constant, T. 

At present, six types of scintillator materials are in use: organic crystals, organic liq-
uids, plastics, inorganic crystals, gases and glasses. In the following sections we will 
briefly describe each category. Their basic properties are summarized in Table 7.1. 

7.2 Organic Scintillators 

The organic scintillators are aromatic hydrocarbon compounds containing linked or 
condensed benzene-ring structures. Their most distinguishing feature is a very rapid de-
cay time on the order of a few nanoseconds or less. 

Scintillation light in these compounds arises from transitions made by the free va-
lence electrons of the molecules. Thesedelocalized electrons are not associated with any 
particular atom in the molecule and occupy what are known as the n-molecular orbit-
als. A typical energy diagram for these orbitals is shown in Fig. 7.4, where we have dis-
tinguished the spin singlet states from the spin triplet states. The ground state is a sin-
glet state which we denote by So. Above this level are the excited singlet states (S*, S**, 
... ) and the lowest triplet state (To) and its excited levels (T*, T**, ... ). Also associat-
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Fig. 7.8a, b. Response of NE 102 plastic scintillator to different particles «a) from Gooding and Pugh [7.6); 
(b) from Craun and Smith [7.7]) 

7.6.1 Linearity 

Up until now, we have assumed that scintillators respond in a linear fashion with re-
spect to the exciting energy, that is the fluorescent light emitted, L, is directly propor-
tional to the energy,LlE, deposited by the ionizing particle, 

LexLlE. (7.5) 

Strictly speaking, this linear relation is not true, although for many applications it 
can be considered as a good approximation. In reality, the response of scintillators is a 
complex function of not only energy but the type of particle and its specific ionization. 

In organic materials, non-linearities are readily observed for electrons at energies 
below 125 keY, although they are small [7.4]. For heavier particles, however, the devia-
tions are more pronounced and become very noticeable at lower energies, with the 
higher ionizing particles showing the larger deviations. For comparison, Fig. 7.8 shows 
the response of NE102A plastic scintillator to a number of different particles. 

The first successful semi-empirical model for this behavior was put forward by 
Birks [7.5] in 1951. Assuming the response of organic scintillators to be ideally linear, 
Birks explained the deviations as being due to quenching interactions between the excit-
ed molecules created along the path of incident particle, i.e., interactions which drain 
energy which would otherwise go into luminescence. Since a higher ionizing power pro-
duces a higher density of excited molecules, more quenching interactions will take place 
for these particles. In this model, the light output per unit length, dLldx, is related to 
the specific ionization 5 by 

dL 

dx 

A dE 
dx 

1 +kB dE 
dx 

(7.6) 

5 The specific ionization is defined as the average number of ion pairs created by the passing particle per unit 
length. If e is the mean energy lost for each ion pair created, then the specific ionization is (dE/dx)/e. 
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can be considered as a good approximation. In reality, the response of scintillators is a 
complex function of not only energy but the type of particle and its specific ionization. 

In organic materials, non-linearities are readily observed for electrons at energies 
below 125 keY, although they are small [7.4]. For heavier particles, however, the devia-
tions are more pronounced and become very noticeable at lower energies, with the 
higher ionizing particles showing the larger deviations. For comparison, Fig. 7.8 shows 
the response of NE102A plastic scintillator to a number of different particles. 

The first successful semi-empirical model for this behavior was put forward by 
Birks [7.5] in 1951. Assuming the response of organic scintillators to be ideally linear, 
Birks explained the deviations as being due to quenching interactions between the excit-
ed molecules created along the path of incident particle, i.e., interactions which drain 
energy which would otherwise go into luminescence. Since a higher ionizing power pro-
duces a higher density of excited molecules, more quenching interactions will take place 
for these particles. In this model, the light output per unit length, dLldx, is related to 
the specific ionization 5 by 
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1 +kB dE 
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(7.6) 

5 The specific ionization is defined as the average number of ion pairs created by the passing particle per unit 
length. If e is the mean energy lost for each ion pair created, then the specific ionization is (dE/dx)/e. 



(3) Detection of  a free electron after Excitation
1. A semiconductor detector is very popular in High energy physics 
experiments. 
1. Measure the electric signal originated by electron-hole pairs created 
by energy deposit of a charged particle.  
2. The energy need for an electron-hole pair is small and we can 
measure many electron-hole pairs. 
• Energy for electron-hole pair creation in semiconductor: ~3 eV 
• Energy for electron-ion pair creation in gas: ~30 eV 
• Energy for scintillation photon：~100 eV
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216 10. Semiconductor Detectors 

tors. Our discussion here will be concerned with pure semiconductors which are also 
known as intrinsic semiconductors. The term "pure" here is relative, since in reality, no 
semiconductor is ever completely free of impurities in the lattice. For discussion pur-
poses, however, we will assume that this is the case. Impurities, nevertheless, play an 
important role and may limit or enhance the characteristics of the material. Their 
effects will be discussed in a later section. 

10.1.1 Energy Band Structure 

Semiconductors are crystalline materials whose outer shell atomic levels exhibit an en-
ergy band structure. Figure 10.1 schematically illustrates this basic structure consisting 
of a valence band, a "forbidden" energy gap and a conduction band. The band con-
figuration for conductors and insulators are also shown for comparison. 

Conduction 
band Free 

electrons 

Insulator 

Energy 
gap 

Valence 
band 

Semiconductor Metal 

Fig. 10.1. Energy band structure of conductors, insulators and semiconductors 

The energy bands are actually regions of many discrete levels which are so closely 
spaced that they may be considered as a continuum, while the "forbidden" energy gap 
is a region in which there are no available energy levels at all. This band structure arises 
because of the close, periodic arrangement of the atoms in the crystal which causes an 
overlapping of the electron wavefunctions. Since the Pauli principle forbids more than 
one electron in the same state, the degeneracy in the outer atomic shell energy levels 
breaks to form many discrete levels only slightly separated from each other. As two 
electrons of opposite spin may reside in the same level, there are as many levels as there 
are pairs of electrons in the crystal. This degeneracy breaking does not affect the inner 
atomic levels, however, which are more tightly bound. 

The highest energy band is the conduction band. Electrons in this region are de-
tached from their parent atoms and are free to roam about the entire crystal. The elec-
trons in the valence band levels, however, are more tightly bound and remain associat-
ed to their respective lattice atoms. 

The width of the gap and bands is determined by the lattice spacing between the 
atoms. These parameters are thus dependent on the temperature and the pressure. In 
conductors, the energy gap is nonexistent, while in insulators the gap is large. At nor-
mal temperatures, the electrons in an insulator are normally all in the valence band, 
thermal energy being insufficient to excite electrons across this gap. When an external 
electric field is applied, therefore, there is no movement of electrons through the crystal 
and thus no current. For a conductor, on the other hand, the absence of a gap makes it 
very easy for thermally excited electrons to jump into the conduction band where they 
are free to move about the crystal. A current will then flow when an electric field is ap-



What shall we measure for the charged particle

With the signal of the charged particle, we can measure 
1. position 
2. momentum 
3. velocity 
4. energy 
of the particle. 
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Measurement of a neutral 
particle (mainly a photon)
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How to detect a neutral particle, photon
• Remember the interaction of photons with matters 

(1) Photoelectric Effect [in low energy]　 
(2) Compton Scattering [in medium energy] 
(3) Pair production [in high energy] 
• In the interaction, an electron is emitted. We will measure the 
electron as a signal of photon interaction. We already know 
how to detect a charged particle.
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γ＋γ* →e+ + e-

2.7 The Interaction of Photons 55 

(2.103) 

with (/)0 = 8 = 6.651 X 10- 25 cm2; a = 11137 . 

For energies closer to the K-edge,(2.103)must be multiplied by a correction factor to 
give 

m 27n(137)3 [Vk]4 
'Pphoto = (/)0 2 - per atom, 

Z v 1 - exp ( - 2 n 
(2.104) 

wherehvk=(Z-0.03)2mec2a2/2 and For v very close to vb 

C l iP1, so that (2.104) can be simplified to 

_ 6.3xlO- 18 (Vk)8/3 
cf>photo - Z2 --;- (2.105) 

Formulas for the Land M shells have also been calculated, but these are even more 
complicated than those above. The reader is referred to Davisson [2.38] for these 
results. 

It is interesting to note the dependence of the cross section on the atomic number Z. 
This varies somewhat depending on the energy of the photon, however, at MeV ener-
gies, this dependence goes as Z to the 4th or 5th power. Clearly, then, the higher Z 
materials are the most favored for photoelectric absorption, and, as will be seen in later 
chapters, are an important consideration when choosing y-ray detectors. 

2.7.2 Compton Scattering 

Compton scattering is probably one of the best understood processes in photon interac-
tions. As will be recalled, this is the scattering of photons on free electrons. In matter, 
of course, the electrons are bound; however, if the photon energy is high with respect to 
the binding energy, this latter energy can be ignored and the electrons can be considered 
as essentially free. 

Figure 2.22 illustrates this scattering process. Applying energy and momentum con-
servation, the following relations can be obtained. 

hv 
hv'=------

1 + y(l - cos 0) 

T=hv-hv'=hv y(1-cosO) 
1 + y(l-cos 0) 

2 
cosO = 1 - , 

(1 + y)2 tan21fJ+ 1 

o 
cot IfJ = (1 + y) tan - , 

2 

(2.106) 

where y = h vi me c2 . Other relations between the various variables may be found by 
substitution in the above formulae. 

hv 

Fig. 2.22. Kinematics of Comp-
ton scattering 

photon

nucleus

photo-electron



γ ray spectrum measurement
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• Signal（Ideal situation） 
• Photoelectric peak 
• Compton spectrum with edge 
• Escape peak of positronium 
annihilation 
• Single escape peak 
• Double escape peak 

photoelectric

photoelectric 

photo-
electric

Compton
Pair-creation

Pair-creation 
w/ photon escape
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Compton edge

Compton   

photon escape



γ ray spectrum measurement
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• Signal（Ideal situation） 
• Photoelectric peak 
• Compton spectrum with edge 
• Escape peak of positronium 
annihilation 
• Single escape peak 
• Double escape peak

photoelectric

Compton

Pair-creation
single escape

photoelectric

escape        

photoelectric

multi-Compton multi-Compton

all energy

single escape

double  
escape



How to detect a photon
• First, a photon is interacted, and second, the electron is measured. 
• Inorganic crystal scintillator 
• The advantage lies in the greater stopping power due to the higher 
density and higher atomic number. [Q] Why the higher atomic number?
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Atomic number 
•Cd: 48 
•I: 53 
•Cs: 55 
•W: 74 
•Bi: 83 
•

den
sity

wave-
length 
(nm)

reflection 
index

decay time 
(μs)

light  
yield



Scintillation mechanism
• Electronic band structure in crystals: [ Example: NaI(Tl)] 
• If a charged particle goes through the crystal, electrons are excited to 
conduction band from the valence band and the holes are also pair-
created. An electron and hole pair is loosely coupled and forms an exciton. 

• It is not efficient that the electrons go back to the valence band with 
scintillation light. The probability is not high for an electron to meet a hole. 

• By doping impurities, the excitons can migrate through the crystal and be 
captured by impurity centers. Then, the scintillation lights are emitted.
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7. Scintillation Detectors 

Fig. 7.7. Electronic band structure of in-
organic crystals. Besides the formation 
of free electrons and holes, loosely 
coupled electron-hole pairs known as 
excitons are formed. Excitons can 
migrate through the crystal and be cap-
tured by impurity centers 

presents an enormous advantage over NaI. BaF2 , on the other hand, has been discov-
ered to have a very fast light component in the ultra-violet region. Decay times on the 
order of 500 ps have been measured in preliminary tests. This would make it twice as 
fast as the fastest plastics. The total light output of this component is low, however, 
and further development is necessary before its real usefulness can be determined. 

Whereas the scintillation mechanism in organic materials is molecular in nature, 
that in inorganic scintillators is clearly characteristic of the electronic band structure 
found in crystals (see Fig. 7.7). When a nuclear particle enters the crystal, two principal 
processes can occur. It can ionize the crystal by exciting an electron from the valence 
band to the conduction band, creating a free electron and a free hole. Or it can create 
an exciton by exciting an electron to a band (the exciton band) located just below the 
conduction band. In this state the electron and hole remain bound together as a pair. 
However, the pair can move freely through the crystal. If the crystal now contains im-
purity atoms, electronic levels in the forbidden energy gap can be locally created. A mi-
grating free hole or a hole from an exciton pair which encounters an impurity center, 
can then ionize the impurity atom. If now a subsequent electron arrives, it can fall into 
the opening left by the hole and make a transition from an excited state to the ground 
state, emitting radiation if such a deexcitation mode is allowed. If the transition is ra-
diationless the impurity center becomes a trap and the energy is lost to other processes. 

7.4 Gaseous Scintillators 

These consist mainly of the noble gases: xenon, krypton, argon and helium, along with 
nitrogen. In these scintillators the atoms are individually excited and returned to their 
ground states within about 1 ns, so that their response is extremely rapid. However, the 
emitted light is generally in the ultraviolet, a wavelength region at which most photo-
multipliers are inefficient. One method of overcoming this difficulty has been to coat 
the walls of the container with a wavelength shifter such as diphenylstilbene (DPS). 
These materials strongly absorb light in the ultraviolet and emit in the blue-green region 
where photomultiplier cathodes are more efficient. In some cases, the PM windows are 
also coated with a thin layer of wavelength shifter as well. 

Gas scintillators have generally been used in experiments with heavy charged parti-
cles or fission fragments. Here, mixtures of several gases (for example, 900,10 3He, 10% 
Xe) under pressures as high as 200 atm have been used to increase detection efficiency. 
In recent years, gas scintillators have been proposed as detectors in space physics as 
well. 

Experiments have also been performed with solid and liquid xenon and liquid heli-
um which have been found to scintillate. 



Scintillation mechanism
• Lifetime of the excitation state (typically 30～500 
nsec) is longer than the time when the excitons are 
captured by impurity centers.  

• The wavelength of scintillation lights is in a wider 
range. We often use the scintillator with visible lights.
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7.3 Inorganic Crystals 165 

7.3 Inorganic Crystals 

The inorganic scintillators are mainly crystals of alkali halides containing a small acti-
vator impurity. By far, the most commonly used material is NaI(Tl), where Thallium 
(TO is the impurity activator. Somewhat less common, but in active use is CsI (Tl), also 
with Tl as an impurity activator. Others crystals include CsFz, CsI(Tl), CsI(Na), 
KI (TO and LiI (Eu). Among the non-alkali materials are Bi4 Oe3 0 12 (bismuth ger-
manate or BOO), BaFz, ZnS(Ag), ZnO(Oa), CaW04 and CdW04 among others (see 
Table 7.1). 

The spectrum of emitted light from some of the more commonly used crystals is 
shown in Fig. 7.6. In general, inorganic scintillators are 2 - 3 orders of magnitude slow-
er ( - 500 ns) in response than organic scintillators due to phosphorescence. (The one 
exception is CsF which has a decay time of 5 ns!) However, the time evolution of emis-
sion is, in most cases, well described by the simple one or two exponential decay forms. 

A major disadvantage of certain inorganic crystals is hygroscopicity. NaI, in partic-
ular, is a prime example. To protect it from moisture in the air, it must be housed in an 
air tight protective enclosure. Other hygroscopic crystals are CsF, LiI (Eu) and KI (Tl). 
BOO and BaFz, on the other hand, are non-hygroscopic and can be handled without 
protection, while CsI(Tl) is only slightly hygroscopic but can generally be handled 
without protection. 
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Fig. 7.6. Light emission spectra for 
different inorganic crystals (from 
Harshaw Catalog [7.3)) 

The advantage of inorganic crystals lies in their greater stopping power due to their 
higher density and higher atomic number. Among all the scintillators, they also have 
some of the highest light outputs, which results in better energy resolution. This makes 
them extremely suitable for the detection of gamma-rays and high-energy electrons and 
positrons. 

While NaI has generally been the standard for these purposes, two new materials 
have recently drawn much attention from high-energy and nuclear physicists. These are 
Bi40e3012 (Bismuth Germanate or BOO) and BaFz (Barium Fluoride). 

BOO is particularly interesting because of its very high-Z and greater efficiency for 
the photoelectric conversion of y-rays. Relative to NaI, for example, it is 3 to 5 times 
more efficient and nonhygroscopic, as well. Its light output is lower than NaI, how-
ever, so that its resolution is about a factor two worse. Moreover, it is still relatively ex-
pensive and difficult to obtain in large quantities. Nevertheless, at very high energies it 



Scintillation mechanism
• Light Yield is important. [Example: NaI(Tl)] 
• In the case of 1MeV energy deposit 
• Efficiency of scintillation is typically 12%. 
• The energy of visible light is 3eV. 
• The number of scintillation lights is 
• 1,000,000eV×0.12%÷3eV=40,000 

• Since 1,000,000eV÷40,000 photons=25eV/photon, the energy for 
one electron-hole pair is 25eV.
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The energy resolution 
depends on the light yield
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many kinds of inorganic scintillators



Scintillation mechanism
• Temperature dependence（some energy is transformed to heat） 
• Light yield (Scintillation efficiency) varies. 
• Timing shape (decay time, lifetime of excited state) varies.
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Photomultiplier Tube (PMT)
• An equipment to measure photons 
• It often called as PMT (PhotoMulTiplier tube)
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https://youtu.be/9EbX0dfWuU4

Hamamatsu: No. 1 PMT vendor
Prof. Koshiba with 50 cm PMT 

「カミオカンデからスーパーカミオカンデへ」 
戸塚　洋二　より

https://youtu.be/9EbX0dfWuU4
http://www.apple.com/jp


Super-Kamiokande
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Function of Photomultiplier
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• A photon enters the photocathode, and the 
photo-electron is emitted by photo-electric 
effect. 

• Quantum efficiency: 10~30% (typical) 

• Inside vacuum 

• The first photo-electron is focused into the first 
dynode. 

• Voltage between dynodes is typically 100V or so 

• With many dynodes, the number of electrons 
are multiplicated. 

• A typical multiplication factor of one dynode is 
2~3, but with 13 dynodes, the multiplication 
becomes 313~1,000,000. 

• It is readout as an electronic signal.

8. Photomultipliers 

Photomultipliers (PM's) are electron tube devices which convert light into a measur-
able electric current. They are extremely sensitive and, in nuclear and high-energy 
physics, are most often associated with scintillation detectors, although their uses are 
quite varied. It is nevertheless in this context that we will discuss the basic design and 
properties of photomultipliers, their characteristics under operation and some special 
techniques. 

8.1 Basic Construction and Operation 

Figure 8.1 shows a schematic diagram of a typical photomultiplier. It consists of a cath-
ode made of photosensitive material followed by an electron collection system, an elec-
tron multiplier section (or dynode string as it is usually called) and finally an anode 
from which the final signal can be taken. 1 All parts are usually housed in an evacuated 
glass tube so that the whole photomultiplier has the appearance of an old-fashion elec-
tron tube. 

During operation a high voltage is applied to the cathode, dynodes and anode such 
that a potential "ladder" is set up along the length of the cathode - dynode - anode 
structure. When an incident photon (from a scintillator for example) impinges upon the 
photocathode, an electron is emitted via the photoelectric effect. Because of the applied 
voltage, the electron is then directed and accelerated toward the first dynode, where 
upon striking, it transfers some of its energy to the electrons in the dynode. This causes 
secondary electrons to be emitted, which in turn, are accelerated towards the next 
dynode where more electrons are released and further accelerated. An electron cascade 
down the dynode string is thus created. At the anode, this cascade is collected to give a 
current which can be amplified and analyzed. 

Photomultipliers may be operated in continuous mode, i.e., under a constant il-
lumination, or in pulsed mode as is the case in scintillation counting. In either mode, if 
the cathode and dynode systems are assumed to be linear, the current at the output of 
the PM will be directly proportional to the number of incident photons. A radiation de-
tector produced by coupling a scintillator to a PM (the scintillator produces photons in 
proportion to the energy deposited in the scintillator) would thus be capable of provid-
ing not only information on the particle's presence but also the energy it has left in the 
scintillator. 

Let us now turn to a more detailed look at the various parts of the photomultiplier. 

1 An alternative structure rarely used with scintillation counters is the side-on PM. Here the photocathode is 
oriented so as to face the side of the tube rather than the end window. The dynode chain is then usually ar-
ranged in a circular fashion around the axis of the tube rather than linearly along it. The basic operating prin-
ciple remains exactly the same, however. 

Electron optical 
input system -Ht-_ 

--111 .... ---"7 

First dynode----ft-t-<\. 

Multiplier 

Anode -----\olf------1...-: 

Fig. 8.1. Schematic diagram of a 
photomultiplier tube (from 
Schonkeren [9.1]) 



Photomultiplier voltage divider
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• High Voltage (HV) divider (Base): Voltage of 1000~2000V is 
applied. Positive HV type, and the negative HV type exist.
8.S Operating Parameters 187 

a 17 Vs 

+HT 

-HT 

1Mn 

-4Vs -1 
Vb 

c 21.5 Vs 
= 

-HT 

Fig. S.10a-c. Examples of PM voltage divider networks (after examples from Philips Catalog [8.7): (a) 
divider network using positive high voltage; note the AC coupling capacitor at the anode, (b) a network using 
negative high voltage and decoupling capacitors for maintaining the voltages between the last few dynodes, 
(c) example of the use of zener diodes to maintain voltages on the last few dynodes 

during the non-peak periods. An alternate solution is to use Zener diodes in place of the 
resistances. These elements maintain a constant voltage for currents above a minimum 
threshold. In very high current applications, it may even be necessary to use a second 
external voltage supply to maintain the voltages on these last stages. Examples of the 
use of decoupling capacitors are shown in Fig. 8.10 (b) and (c). 

The photomultiplier may be operated with either a positive or negative high voltage, 
as long as the potential of the dynodes is negative relative to the photocathode. If a pos-
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The number of photons (Scintillator + PMT) 

• Example 
• Incident energy of γ ray: 0.5 MeV 
• The number of scintillation lights: 20,000 
• Quantum efficiency (+light collection in a crystal): 15% 
• Energy resoultion 
• √(3000)÷3000 = 0.018 (1.8%)
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Scintillator    PMT               

Scintillation lights    

Photo-electrons

Photocathode



Semiconductor photon detector 
Hamamatsu HP: “What is MPPC?” 
https://www.hamamatsu.com/jp/ja/product/optical-sensors/mppc/what_is_mppc/index.html
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PD APD MPPC PMT
Photo-diode Avalanche photo-

diode
Multi-channel Giger 
mode photo-diode Photomultiplire tube

gain 1 102 ~106 ~107

sensitivity low medium high high
Voltage applied 5V 100~500 V 30~60 V 800~1000V
Sensitive area small small small-medium large
Electronics complicated complicated simple simple

Noise low medium medium low
Uniformity ◎ ◯ ◎ ◯

Fast response ◯ ◯ ◎ ◯
Energy resolution good not bad good good
Temperature dep. low high medium high
Outer-light dep. ◯ ◯ ◯ ×

Magneticfield dep. ◯ ◯ ◯ ×
Compact & light ◯ ◯ ◯ ×

https://www.hamamatsu.com/jp/ja/product/optical-sensors/mppc/what_is_mppc/index.html


Semiconductor photon detector
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PD

APD

MPPC MPPC

Scintillation lights    
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Japanese (many master thesis, but one English) 
https://www-he.scphys.kyoto-u.ac.jp/theses



Semiconductor detector
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• What is semiconductor? 

• Semiconductors have the intermediate remittances between 
metals and insulators. They are crystalline materials with covalent 
bonding; silicon and germanium. 

• Very good energy resolution 

• Doped semiconductors 
(1) n-type 

• The impurity atom (P, As, Sb, ..) has five valence electrons, an 
extra electron is left. 

(2)  p-type 

• The impurity atom (Al, B, Ga, In, …) has three valence electrons 
(one less valence electrons), there is an excess of holes.

216 10. Semiconductor Detectors 

tors. Our discussion here will be concerned with pure semiconductors which are also 
known as intrinsic semiconductors. The term "pure" here is relative, since in reality, no 
semiconductor is ever completely free of impurities in the lattice. For discussion pur-
poses, however, we will assume that this is the case. Impurities, nevertheless, play an 
important role and may limit or enhance the characteristics of the material. Their 
effects will be discussed in a later section. 

10.1.1 Energy Band Structure 

Semiconductors are crystalline materials whose outer shell atomic levels exhibit an en-
ergy band structure. Figure 10.1 schematically illustrates this basic structure consisting 
of a valence band, a "forbidden" energy gap and a conduction band. The band con-
figuration for conductors and insulators are also shown for comparison. 

Conduction 
band Free 

electrons 

Insulator 

Energy 
gap 

Valence 
band 

Semiconductor Metal 

Fig. 10.1. Energy band structure of conductors, insulators and semiconductors 

The energy bands are actually regions of many discrete levels which are so closely 
spaced that they may be considered as a continuum, while the "forbidden" energy gap 
is a region in which there are no available energy levels at all. This band structure arises 
because of the close, periodic arrangement of the atoms in the crystal which causes an 
overlapping of the electron wavefunctions. Since the Pauli principle forbids more than 
one electron in the same state, the degeneracy in the outer atomic shell energy levels 
breaks to form many discrete levels only slightly separated from each other. As two 
electrons of opposite spin may reside in the same level, there are as many levels as there 
are pairs of electrons in the crystal. This degeneracy breaking does not affect the inner 
atomic levels, however, which are more tightly bound. 

The highest energy band is the conduction band. Electrons in this region are de-
tached from their parent atoms and are free to roam about the entire crystal. The elec-
trons in the valence band levels, however, are more tightly bound and remain associat-
ed to their respective lattice atoms. 

The width of the gap and bands is determined by the lattice spacing between the 
atoms. These parameters are thus dependent on the temperature and the pressure. In 
conductors, the energy gap is nonexistent, while in insulators the gap is large. At nor-
mal temperatures, the electrons in an insulator are normally all in the valence band, 
thermal energy being insufficient to excite electrons across this gap. When an external 
electric field is applied, therefore, there is no movement of electrons through the crystal 
and thus no current. For a conductor, on the other hand, the absence of a gap makes it 
very easy for thermally excited electrons to jump into the conduction band where they 
are free to move about the crystal. A current will then flow when an electric field is ap-



The number of electrons in the conduction band
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ne(E)

Si: ~1010 electrons,   Ge:  ~1013 electrons
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n-type p-type

Donor electrons Acceptor holes

ne~1017

nh~1013も
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fects include simple point defects such as vacancies in the lattice or atoms which occupy 
positions in between lattice points, and dislocations, in which an entire line of atoms is 
displaced. These structural defects may arise during growth of the crystal or may be 
caused by thermal shock, plastic deformation, stress and bombardment by radiation. 
The latter source, of course, is of particular concern for detectors and is discussed in a 
later section. 

While we have thus far discussed the detrimental effects of impurities, the addition 
of certain elements to pure semiconductors may also enhance the characteristics of the 
material. This is discussed in the next section on doped semiconductors. The difference 
between these impurities and recombination and trapping impurities is in the depth of 
the energy levels created in the forbidden band. As we will see, doping impurities create 
shallow levels very close to the conduction or valence bands, whereas recombination 
and trapping impurities produce deep levels near the center. Electrons and holes in 
shallow levels are easily excited out into the conduction and valence bands and thus are 
not trapped for very long periods. 

10.2 Doped Semiconductors 

In a pure semiconductor crystal, the number of holes equals the number of electrons in 
the conduction band. This balance can be changed by introducing a small amount of 
impurity atoms having one more or one less valence electron in their outer atomic shell. 
For silicon and germanium which are tetravalent, this means either pentavalent atoms 
or trivalent atoms. These impurities integrate themselves into the crystal lattice to cre-
ate what are called doped or extrinsic semiconductors. 

If the dopant is pentavalent, the situation in Fig. 10.4a arises. In the ground state, 
the electrons fill up the valence band which contains just enough room for four valence 
electrons per atom. Since the impurity atom has five valence electrons, an extra elec-

\1 \1 II - "E cess" - T\ -0-, -0- x 
o 0 0 0 0 0 electron -8-0_\ ''::-0_\ } 

-, ,-0-, >--0- - Donor 
00 OJ 0 
\ I \ I impurity -0-0-0-0-0--r \-0-( ,-0-, ,-

Donor 
impurity 
level 

Acceptor ........ 
impurity \. __ _ 
level 1-=-__ .,..-_ -_ =_".,..-_-__ =_= __ =_ .-01 

(b)- -- - -

Fig. 10.4. (a) Addition of donor impurities to form n-type semiconductor materials. The impurities add 
excess electrons to the crystal and create donor impurity levels in the energy gap. (b) Addition of acceptor 
impurities to create p-type material. Acceptor impurities create an excess of holes and impurity levels close to 
the valence band 



The np Semiconductor Junction
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10.3 The np Semiconductor Junction, Depletion Depth 223 

The most important property of compensated material is its high resistivity. Rough 
measurements on silicon have yielded values as high as 100000 (2 cm. This is still much 
lower than the intrinsic maximum value of - 230000 (2 cm, however, so that although 
the drifting process is effective, it is still not perfect. We will see how these materials are 
used for radiation detection in Sects. 10.5.4 and 10.7.1. 

10.3 The np Semiconductor Junction. Depletion Depth 

The functioning of all present-day semiconductor detectors depends on the formation 
of a semiconductor junction. Such junctions are better known in electronics as rectify-
ing diodes, although that is not how they are used as detectors. Semiconductor diodes 
can be formed in a number of ways. A simple configuration which we will use for illus-
tration purposes is the pn junction formed by the juxtaposition of a p-type semiconduc-
tor with an n-type material. These junctions, of course, cannot be obtained by simply 
pressing n- and p-type materials together. Special techniques must be used instead to 
achieve the intimate contact necessary for junction formation. One method, for exam-
ple, is to diffuse sufficient p-type impurities into one end of a homogeneous bar of n-
type material so as to change that end into a p-type semiconductor. Others methods are 
also available and will be discussed in later sections. 

The formation of a pn-junction creates a special zone about the interface between 
the two materials. This is illustrated in Fig. 10.5. Because of the difference in the concen-
tration of electrons and holes between the two materials, there is an initial diffusion of 
holes towards the n-region and a similar diffusion of electrons towards the p region. As 
a consequence, the diffusing electrons fill up holes in the p-region while the diffusing 
holes capture electrons on the n-side. Recalling that the nand p structures are initially 
neutral, this recombination of electrons and holes also causes a charge build-up to oc-
cur on either side of the junction. Since the p-region is injected with extra electrons it 
thus becomes negative while the n-region becomes positive. This creates an electric field 
gradient across the junction which eventually halts the diffusion process leaving a re-
gion of immobile space charge. The charge density and the corresponding electric field 
profile are schematically diagrammed in Fig. 10.5. Because of the electric field, there is 
a potential difference across the junction. This is known as the contact potential. The 
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Fig. 10.5. (a) Schematic diagram of an np junction, (b) diagram of electron energy levels showing creation of 
a contact potential Va, (e) charge density, (d) electric field intensity 

10.4 Detector Characteristics of Semiconductors 
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Fig. 10.7. Reversed-bias junction 

enlarge the depletion zone and thus the sensitive volume for radiation detection - the 
higher the external voltage, the wider the depletion zone. Moreover, the higher external 
voltage will also provide a more efficient charge collection. The maximum voltage 
which can be applied, however, is limited by the resistance of the semiconductor. At 
some point, the junction will breakdown and begin conducting. 

Under a reverse bias, the width of the depletion layer can be calculated from (10.20) 
by replacing Va with Va+ VB, where VB is the bias voltage. In general Va 46 VB, so that 
Va may usually be neglected and equations (10.20) to (10.23) used directly with the sub-
stitution Va => VB. This is also true for the capacitance in (10.25). An interesting point 
to note is that because of the difference in mobility between electrons and holes, the 
same bias voltage VB will yield a somewhat larger depletion depth if the material is n-
type rather than p-type. 

If we now calculate the depth for n-type silicon, we can see that a depletion layer 
greater than 1 mm can be obtained if a reverse bias of about VB = 300 V is applied. 
This, of course, is a great improvement over the few tens of microns in an unbiased 
junction. With current high resistivity silicon, depletion depths up to 5 mm can be ob-
tained before breakdown occurs. In order to obtain greater depletion widths, even 
higher resistivity material is necessary which means using higher purity semiconductors 
or compensated material. These will be discussed in a later section. 

10.4 Detector Characteristics of Semiconductors 

Having reviewed some of the basic properties of semiconductor materials and junc-
tions, we now turn to some of the characteristics of semiconductors as detectors of ra-
diation. 

Figure 10.8 shows the basic configuration used for operating a junction diode as a 
radiation detector. In order to be able to collect the charges produced by radiation, 
electrodes must be fitted onto the two sides of the junction. With semiconductors, how-
ever, an ohmic metal contact cannot, in general, be formed by directly depositing the 
metal onto the semiconductor material. Indeed, as we shall see in Sect. 10.5.2, contact 
between many metals and semiconductors results in the creation of a rectifying junc-
tion with a depletion zone extending into the semiconductor. To prevent this forma-
tion, a heavily doped layer of n + and p + material is used between the semiconductor 
and the metal leads. Because of the high dopant concentrations, the depletion depth is 

Reversed bias applied



Semiconductor（The np junction and 
Depletion depth w/ reversed bias）

• http://www.x-ray.co.jp/mame.html
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Geγray semiconductor detector
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SEIKO EG&G HP 
Germanium semiconductor detector
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Semiconductor detectors
• Semiconductor detectors for vertex and imaging 

• Vertex detector 

• Strip structure 

• Pixel structure 

• X ray CCD
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Belle II Silicon vertex detector
Xray CCD



Transition edge sensor (TES)
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Superconducting detector（Ultimate detector?）
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by Prof. Osamu Tajima

Open-It：計測システム研究会2017 
http://openit.kek.jp/workshop/2017/dsys/main 
「可視光用超伝導転移端センサーの開発」 
服部香里（産総研） 

Superconductor Semiconductor

http://openit.kek.jp/workshop/2017/dsys/presentation/171003/171003_01_hattori.pdf


Advantage & Disadvantage of 
Semiconductor（Superconducting）Detector

• Good points 
• Excellent Energy resolution 
• Precise position resolution 

• Weak points 
• Expensive 
• not easy to make a large detector 
• Only experts can produce 
• Experts knowledge is requested even for operation 
• A superconducting detector is operated only in very 
low temperature. 

• The data size is often huge because of fine segmentation.
!107



Measurements of particles    
-other type of detectors-
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6. Measurements of particles
1. Cherenkov Detector 
2. Transition Radiation Detector 
3. TPC: Time Projection Chamber 
4. Nuclear Emulsion 
5. Nobel liquid detector
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Cherenkov light

• When we look into the inside of nuclear reactor, we can 
see blue light (Cherenkov light).
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Kyoto U. Nuclear Reactor Inside of reactor taken by TN  
in March, 2014
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Cherenkov light detected by Super-Kamiokande



Cherenkov light
• Cherenkov radiation arises when a charged particle in a 
material medium moves faster than the speed of light in the 
same medium. 
• The condition is v=βc>c/n  =>  βn>1 
• Is is discovered by Cherenkov (the Soviet Union) in 1937.
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Microscopic view: 
Atoms are polarized in the direction 
of the charged particle moving.

charged particle
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2.3 Cherenkov Radiation 35 

2.3 Cherenkov Radiation 

Cherenkov radiation arises when a charged particle in a material medium moves faster 
than the speed of light in that same medium. This speed is given by 

[Jc = v = c/n (2.55) 

where n is the index of refraction and c is the speed of light in a vacuum. A particle 
emitting Cherenkov radiation must therefore have a velocity 

Vparticle> c/ n . (2.56) 

In such cases, an electromagnetic shock wave is created, just as a faster-than-sound air-
craft creates a sonic shock wave. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.9. The coherent wavefront 
formed is conical in shape and is emitted at a well-defined angle 

1 
cosec =--�

[In(w) 
(2.57) 

with respect to the trajectory of the particle. Note that this angle is dependent on the 
speed of the particle and the frequency of the emitted radiation. 

The simple description above, however, is valid for a particle traveling in an infinite 
radiating medium. A more realistic situation, of course, is when the particle traverses 
a finite thickness of material. To calculate the frequency and angular distribution of 
Cherenkov radiation in this case is somewhat more difficult, but only requires classical 
electrodynamics (see, for example, [2.1], Chap. 14). For a particle of charge ze moving 
uniformly in a straight line through a slab of material with thickness L, the energy 
radiated per unit frequency interval per solid angle is found to be 

d 2E 2 an [J2 . 2el wL sin¢(e)1 2 
--- = z - n sm ----"-:"""":'" 
dwdQ c 2n[Jc ¢(e) 

(2.58) 

where a, is the fine structure constant, n, the refractive index of the medium and 

wL 
¢(e)=-(1-[Jncose) . 

2[Jc 
(2.59) 

The term (sin ¢/02 may be recognized here as that describing Fraunhofer diffrac-
tion. 3 Cherenkov radiation is thus emitted in a pattern similar to diffraction, that is 
with a large peak centered at cos e = (fJ n) - 1 followed by smaller maxima. 4 

For L large compared to the wavelength of the emitted radiation, the sin ¢/ ¢ term, 
in fact, approaches the delta function J (1 - [J n cos e) which requires that the radiation 

3 For simplicity, we have limited ourselves to a calculation in two dimensions. In three dimensions, a Bessel 
function appears in the place of the sine term. 
4 If the radiation is being observed outside of the medium, one should not forget the effect of refraction. 
Radiation emitted at angle e in the medium will be observed at an angle ¢ outside the medium where 
sin ¢ = n sin e. We have assumed that the "outside" here is a vacuum and that the boundary between the 
two media is a plane perpendicular to the line of motion. Obviously, for n '" 1, there is not much difference. 

Fig. 2.9. Cherenkov radiation: an 
electromagnetic shock wave is 
formed when the particle travels 
faster than the speed of light in 
the same medium 



1. There is a threshold on energy（Eth）for Cherenkov radiation 

2. Very fast (Prompt radiation) 
3. (Disadvantage）The light yield is small. The fraction of energy transforming to 

the radiation is only 0.1% or so. (Ref. It is ~10% for scintillation) 
•[Q] How many Cherenkov photons are detected in Super-Kamiokande for an 
10 MeV electron.  

4. The Cherenkov photons are emitted in the direction of the charged particle 
moving with the angle θC to form a cone shape. (Ref. The scintillation lights are 
emitted isotropic). 

5. The Cherenkov yield is proportional to 1/λ2 (λ: Wavelength of Cherenkov light). 

• With the above characters, a Cherenkov detector is often used for particle 
identification with the momentum threshold. It is also unique that the moving 
direction is determined.

Characteristic of Cherenkov radiation
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How do you 
find neutrinos?
It's difficult to 
find them 
because they 
go through 
everything...

I prepare ultrapure water 
in big tank.

When electrons 
and muons 
are traveling in water, 
Cherenkov radiations 
are generated.

I can find 20-30 neutrinos 
in a day by using 
50,000 tons of water 
and 10,000 
light sensors.

Uh-huh....

This is 
too big of 
a problem to 
understand...

I find them by 
using light sensors 
on the walls 
of my tank.

Neutrinos collide 
electrons and
nuclei in water 
molecules,
so electron 
or muon escapes.

It's my 
special 
talent!

water molecule

neutrino

electron or muon

Cherenkov
radiations
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How to find Neutrino

n-1 β  
threshold

Diamond 1.42 0.41
glass 0.46~0.75 0.57~0.68

scintillator 0.58 0.63
Water 0.33 0.75

Silica aerogel 0.025~0.075 0.93~0.976
CO2 gas 4.3×10-4 0.9996
He gas 3.3×10-5 0.99997

Material medium for Cherenkov



Belle II  
Aerogel Ring Image 
Cherenkov Counter 

(ARICH)
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ミ ニ レ ビ ュー遷移放射作田誠

荷電粒子が一定の速度で媒質中を走 っている
ときの輻射現象 としてはチェレンコフ放射 と遷
移放射がある。荷電粒子が一様な媒質中を運動
しているときにはチェレンコフ放射が起 こる。
チェレンコフ放射は,nを 媒質の屈折率(n=
〓ε)と すると,荷 電粒子が πβ>1を 満たす速

度(β)を 持つ とき,粒 子の飛跡に沿 って θc=
COS-1(1/na)の 方向に可視光から紫外線領域に
かけて光を出す現象である。それに対 して,荷

電粒子が空間的に不均一な媒質中を運動すると
きに起 こるのが遷移放射である。たとえば,粒
子が二つの異なる媒質の境界を横切 る場合,粒
子の飛跡に沿 って媒質の境界近 くから遷移放射
が起 こる。 この2種 類の輻射は,荷 電粒子が一

定の速度で媒質中を走 っているときの輻射現象
として統一的に議論されるべきものであること
を強調 したい1)。
電子 ビームを金属に入射させたときに金属面

で 「何か光 っている」 ということは1930年 頃か
ら経験的には知 られていた。 しか し,そ れが

図1遷 移放射は屈折率に不連続 さ
(境界)が あるとき起 こる

「後方への遷移放射」 として説明 されたのは
1944年 になってFrank-Ginzburgに よってで
あった2)。Garibyanは1958年 に媒質中のMax-
wel1方 程式 を境界条件を解 くことにより後方
および前方の遷移放射強度を計算 し次のことを
示 した3)。(1)前方放射では,高 速の場合,X線
領域が支配的であり可視光領域からの寄与 は無
視できる。放射角度は超前方 θ～1/γにピーク
を持ち,そ の放射エネルギー強度 は粒子のロー
レンツ因子 γ=E/mに 比例する。(2)後方放射は

前方放射に比べて無視できる。可視光領域に限
れば,後 方放射 と前方放射は同程度の強度であ
る。後方放射についても放射角度は θ～1/γに
ピークを持つ。放射の確率は 微細構造定数(α
～1/137)程 度である。 この論文の前方放射の

性質は重要であり,こ れを契機にして素粒子実
験での検出器への応用が考えられるようになっ
た。普通,遷 移放射 といえば前方放射であるこ
とが多いが,こ こで後方放射を説明したのは最
近の加速器 ビームのモニターへの応用4)の よう
に後方放射 も重要であるからである。
日本の高エネルギー物理実験では トリスタン

e+e-衝 突型加速器実験 の 一つであるビーナス
装置において1991年 から1994年 にわたり世界最
大の遷移放射検出器が電子の識別のために使わ
れた1),5)。今や世界の素粒子実験においては遷
移放射検 出器 は確立 した技術である。最近で
は,遷 移放射は遷移放射検出器のみならず,加
速器 ビームのモニター,単 色X線 源 としての
開発が進められている。

1.遷 移放射の原理

まず最初 に,遷 移放射が電磁場のMaxwell

方程式から自然に説明されることを示す。荷電
粒子が一定の速度で媒質中を走 っているとき,
Maxwell方 程式 は次のように与えられる.

〓(1)

(95)

• If a high energy charged particle passes 
through inhomogeneous media, such as a 
boundary between two different media (with 
different dielectric properties), the radiation 
called “Transition Radiation” is emitted. 
• The radiation of X ray (visible light) is 
emitted to the very forward (backward) 
direction of the charged particle.  

• The transition radiation photons are 
emitted with the angle θ=1/γ to form a 
cone shape to the direction of the 
charged particle moving.

Transition Radiation
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TRD: Transition Radiation Detector
• Total energy of Transition Radiation W is 
proportional to γ. 
• It is used to identify the particle species 
with β~1 (>GeV energy region) 

• X ray is emitted by an electron with >1GeV
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https://youtu.be/GOJsccquXNQ

AMS HP

Plasma 
frequency    

https://youtu.be/GOJsccquXNQ


TPC: Time Projection Chamber
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• A three-dimensional tracking detector 
capable of providing information on 
many points of a particle track along 
with information on the specific 
energy loss, dE/dx, of the particle. 

• The TPC makes use of ideas from 
both the MWPC and drift chamber. 
• Two dimensions by hit positions 
• One dimension by drift time of 
electrons.

6.8 The Time Projection Chamber (TPC) 153 

Fig. 6.18. Sampling the space points on a particle 
trajectory with the TPC (from Lillberg [6.31]) 

,;Jik"-" ".. " ,-, E ELECTRONS DRIFT 
Z 5 cm/Ils IN ARGON 

tHtE X 

"P"'.. "-
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CLOCK 

Q 

DDD 
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[][J0DD 
DDC10[J 

DOC] 
Fig. 6.19. Various views of TPC reconstructed tracks from an event in which an incident muon decays into a 
positron. The muon track is denoted by a M (from Lil/berg [6.31]) 

before the anode wires. Positive ions are then captured at this grid rather than drifting 
back into the sensitive volume. The grid also serves to separate the drift region from 
the avalanche zone and allows an independent control of each. 

Since the charge collected at the endcaps is proportional to the energy loss of the 
particle, the signal amplitudes from the anode also provide information on the dE/dx 
of the particle. If the momentum of the particle is known from the curvature of its tra-
jectory in the magnetic field, for example, then this information can be used to identify 
the particle 2. In order for this method to work, however, sufficient resolution in the 
dE/dx measurement must be obtained. This is much more difficult to realize as many 
factors must be considered, e.g., electron loss due to attachment, wire gain variations 
in position and time, calibration of the wires, saturation effects, choice of gas and op-
erating pressure, etc., all of which require careful thought! 

Because of the very large amount of data produced for each event, an important 
consideration is the readout and data acquisition system for a TPC. The original TPC 

2 A general review of the particle identification method using dE/dx measurements is given in [6.29). 



TPC：T2K ND280
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ν events interacted in P0D with tracks 
going through FGDs, TPCs and ECAL 

TPC PID positive tracknegative track

a few electrons protons



クリーンルーム拡張

架台作成

ガス系統整備

ボンベ追加

24

TPC：AXEL detector 
https://www-he.scphys.kyoto-u.ac.jp/research/Neutrino/AXEL/index.html
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180L試作機

• 2.5MeVでのエネルギー分解能測定を！
•大型化の技術獲得
• Xe 9kg、～1000ch

～50cm

～50cm

22

TPCケージ

• TPC構造
• 電極を露出しないドリフト電場成形機構
• 最初は小型ので

• CW昇圧回路
• フィードスルーは～1kVで済む
• FPCで低アウトガス化
• 試作で14kV（2段）の安定出力

• 多段にすれば65kVの達成が可能

~20cm

26
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Nuclear Emulsion (a kind of Photo film)
• A simple equipment to measure the radiation. It has a long history. 

• In 1896, Becquerel discovered radioactivity by observing blackened 
Photo film 

• It is still the high-end equipment by which the most precise position and 
the most precise tracking are realized. (Week point: no timing information). 

• Once a AgBr crystal absorb a photon, AgBr is decomposed and the region 
with Ag becomes black. 
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Nagoya Uni. F-lab 
http://flab.phys.nagoya-u.ac.jp/2011/tech/nuclear_emulsion/

photons
charged 
particle

photo film
nuclear  
emulsion

AgBr

solution 
core



Nuclear Emulsion
• Since the AgBr crystal particle is about 200nm size, the precision of track position 
better than 1μm is possible.（Today, the most precise tracking device). 

• No electric power is necessary, and we can just put the films where we like. 
• After the exposure, the development of the films is necessary. 

• The image on the film can be scanned and recorded as digital data (image). 
• No timing information (integrate all activities [tracks]) 
• [Hybrid system]  The emulsion is sometimes used together with other detector 
of good timing and moderate tracking (position) capability.
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Crystal of AgBr Cosmic ray interaction recorded 
in the emulsion filmNegoya Univ. F-Lab



Nuclear Emulsion for a neutrino experiment
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NINJA<Ë�
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by A. Hiramoto (Kyoto University)

J-PARC NINJA Experiment
Precise measurement of neutrino interactions  

with nuclear emulsions

Can detect a very short track 



• Cosmic Ray Muon Radiography 
• Inside a volcano, Pyramid, etc.. 

• Precision Cosmic ray experiment

!125Nagoya Univ. F-Lab

Application of Emulsion 

cosmic 
muons

N0: the number of 
incident muons density (g/cm2)        

Probability 
N/N0

N: the number of 
observed muons

structure emulsion directional dist.
muon image (density dist.)    picture

Mt. Showa-shinzan muon image

GRAINE 
Gamma-Ray Astro-Imager  
with Nuclear Emulsion
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http://www.aip.nagoya-u.ac.jp/en/public/nu_research/highlights/detail/0004155.html
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nuclear
emulsion

J-PARC-chan, 
what's that?

This is 
nuclear 
emulsion!

 charged particle
(electron etc)

develop
-ment

When charged 
particles 
pass through, 
the trajectories 
are recorded 
as lines.

muon

Recently it looked 
through the inside 
of a pyramid by 
using cosmic-ray 
muons.

This device needs 
no electric power 
and has fine 
resolution tracking, 
very useful!

I kinda want to 
measure the 
neutrinos that 
I throw to Super-
Kamiokande-chan 
precisely by this

You have 
Photomul, 
don't you...?
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Emulsion as popular trend device

I want to 
use this, too!



Nobel Liquid detector
• Instead of gas phase, liquid phase of the material is used for a radiation 
measurement  

• Advantage：　The density is 1000 times higher. 
• The high interaction probability for rare events (neutrinos, dark matter, etc..) 
• More electrons per unit length (1000 times more than gas). No amplification 
may be necessary. 

• Disadvantage 
• No avalanche (no amplification) occurs in liquid. 
• The density of impurity may be 1000 times more. The long drift length of 
electrons with lower impurity is the key to operate this kind of detector.
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Lq. Ar 
Lq. Kr 
Lq. Xe 

Solid Ar

Boiling 
point expect measure

W(eV/ion&e pair)



Liquid Ar TPC
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electric signalThe electrons are 
moved to plus 
charged plane. 
So, we can recode 
signal from electrons 
and the track of 
charged particles 
finally…  

liquid Argon muon

electron

positive ion

Argon gas is 
cooled down and  
filled in the tank 
as the liquid….

The ion-electron pairs 
are created along  
the tracks of charged  
particles such 
as muons!

Muons or electrons 
which have electric 
charge are 
produced when 
neutrinos are 
interacted with 
argon nucleus!! I want to 

make a large 
detector like 
SK-chan 
by this.

Argon
neucleus This method is 

similar to mine! 

Ahem!

Argon TPC LHC-chan
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Awesome!!

..but, even they 
cannot see the 
neutrinos directly 
because of no 
electric charge 
of neutrino?  

Even neutrinos are seen?

Electric signal 
readout

electrons

charged 
particle

Detection of  
scintillation 

light

Electric field

Cathode
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R&D on LAr purification

liquid filter using
molecular sieve+Cu

•LAr filter development 
- self-made filter with molecular sieve + Cu in order to remove O2, H2O

•Liquefaction circulation system of LAr has been developed 
- gas Ar filter (SAES Microtorr) is used to keep the purity 

•Achieved long term operation (~3month) to keep the high 
purity with 250L detector at KEK

Setup (LArTPC)

• 45 x 47 x 90 cm3 TPC. 
• Electric field is 500V/cm. (25kV is 

supplied to cathode.
• Readout: 120 degree x-y: 480 wires with 

150mmφ Be-Cu, 4mm(-2016), 3, 5mm
(2017) pitch

• Cold electronics: S/N=70:1
• 1 path purification

– Fresh LAr is continuously supplied with filter 
purification, and wasted as the gas argon.

– Purity is kept with 0.3-0.4 ppb (O2 
equivalent). Good enough for this size TPC

• PMTs and SiPMs are attached from side.
Anode
(wire)

cathode

LArIAT physics runs (2015-2017)
• Run I data : 

– 2015/Apr/30 – July/10
– Total number of events : ~110,000

• Run II data
– 2016/Feb/17 – Aug/5
– Total number of events : ~1,590,000          

(14 times larger than that of Run I)
– The first precise p--Ar cross section 

measurement was done  
– Small fraction particles, such as K/m in the 

beam can be analyzed.
– Various analyses are on-going. 

• Run III data : 
– 2017/Mar/13 - July/7
– Run IIIa: 5mm pitch wire plane
– Run IIIb: 3mm pitch wire plane

– Physics run with different pitch condition is 
firstly done. It could affect costs.

LArIAT data
(online display)

Collection plane

induction plane

Wire number (beam direction)
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• Run I data : 
– 2015/Apr/30 – July/10
– Total number of events : ~110,000

• Run II data
– 2016/Feb/17 – Aug/5
– Total number of events : ~1,590,000          

(14 times larger than that of Run I)
– The first precise p--Ar cross section 

measurement was done  
– Small fraction particles, such as K/m in the 

beam can be analyzed.
– Various analyses are on-going. 

• Run III data : 
– 2017/Mar/13 - July/7
– Run IIIa: 5mm pitch wire plane
– Run IIIb: 3mm pitch wire plane

– Physics run with different pitch condition is 
firstly done. It could affect costs.
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by T. Maruyama


